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Barbara Baert notes to the Pact Between Veil and Wound

«Be a knife for me, and I, I swear, will be a knife for you: 
sharp but compassionate, your word, not mine. I didn’t 
even remember that such a delicate, soft tone was allo-
wed in the world, of a word with no skin (if you say it 
aloud a few times, you can feel salty hard earth as water 
starts pushing through its veins).»

Yair to Myriam in Be my Knife, David Grossmann

This article contributes to the concept of ‹the image split› on the occa-
sion of a recent installation by the Belgian contemporary artist Ber-
linde De Bruyckere.1 For her latest exhibition in Istanbul, the artist 
prepared an installation of wax figures inspired by an unusual doc-
ument: a nineteenth-century photograph album, itself produced 
in Istanbul, comprising portraits of women displaying a scar at the 
height of the navel (fig. 1, fig. 1a).2 The analysis of this particular artis-
tic project allows us to extrapolate on various aspects of the Image/
Split theme, also from a theoretical point of view, in particular the 
French orientated visual anthropology (l’anthropologie visuelle).3
The vulnerable women of the album, veiled in accordance with Muslim 
custom, stand full to the front in a bourgeois interior containing tex-
tiles, richly decorated furniture, and knick-knacks. In some of the 
photographs we can make out organic remains preserved in formal-
dehyde. A profound tension is made manifest in these pictures. The 
gaze that rests upon the lens, and is delivered to the viewer almost as 
petrified, arouses a deep sense of alienation. Not only because these 
women’s gaze is so fragile, but also because our own gaze is drawn to 
the intimate scar, the remnant of a surgical procedure the nature of 
which we can only guess.
1. The first pact. Image/Split and Medusa/gaze  The French author 
Georges Didi-Huberman was one of the first art historians in the nine-
ties to theorize profoundly the idea of ‹image and opening›.4 Doing so, 
he connected art history with anthropology, not so much for the sake 
of a new art history, but rather for the sake of rethinking our way of 
thinking about images: la pensée figurée. For this reason one speaks of 
Didi-Huberman’s work in terms of an anthropologie visuelle (‹visual 
anthropology› and not of an ‹anthropology of the image› for exam-
ple).5 La pensée figurée sees in the dimension of the visual ‹openings› 
for plumbing its depths. Didi-Huberman starts from the notion that 
the image opens itself to the viewer like a portal: l’image ouverte. One 
of these openings, according to the author, is launched in the Chris-
tian paradigm: the creation of man in God’s image. This unity, this res-
semblance, however, has been lost in the Fall: it became défiguration or 
dissemblance. The history of la pensée figurée is thus determined by an 
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Given the paradigm of visual anthropology, the history of images 
becomes a history of the longing for identity with the original.6 Art-
istry defines itself as a continually repeated striving for this reunifica-
tion, and the work of art is the only hope for that proven restoration. 
In short, every artistic expression renews a pact with what was lost. 
The installation by De Bruyckere in Istanbul is undoubtedly the out-
come of a multiplicity of pacts: the pact between photographic paper 
and wax, between past and present, between the outward and the 
inward, between East and West.
The photographs in the album continually and unbearably alternate 
between the veiled and the unveiling of the body’s most intimate cen-
tres of power: the eyes and the navel. The eyes and the navel share the 
anthropological archetypes of opening, protrusion, danger and fear; 
archetypes bound up in the Greek concept of the apotropaion: a suck-
ing energy archetypically defined in the Medusa phantasm.
Beyond the Greek waters roamed three terrible sisters, the Gorgons.7 
One of these monsters, Medusa, who had snakes for hair, could turn 
living beings into stone with her gaze. Her countenance was deadly. 
But Perseus used a trick. Athena gave him a reflecting shield (in other 
versions, he used his shadow). When Medusa turned her gaze upon 
the mirror/shadow, Perseus took the opportunity to chop off her 
head. Her blood came into contact with the salt water and turned to 
stone: this is the origin of the coral reefs. Julia Kristeva therefore calls 
the Medusa myth the archetype of adopting form and matter.8 In the 
Antique world, the dead face of Medusa was depicted on shields and 
amulets. The copies perpetuated her power against the enemy. Her 
image was turned into an apotropaion. By turning into the apotropaion, 
Medusa built the archetypal bridge between beheading and gaze.9
The apotropaion, the force that fends off evil, embeds itself moreover 
in all those parts of the body where the possibility of perilous influx 
was anciently thought possible, parts of the body such as the porous 
gaze and the porous uterus. It is just this paradox of protrusion and 
influx, opening and closedness, tunnel and gateway, veiling and 
unveiling, that makes the gaze and the belly a symbolic pair that oscil-
lates between liberation and abduction.10 On old amulets, medallions 
and reliefs, this linkage is expressed in representations of the petrify-
ing eyes of Medusa, or of the engulfing octopus (fig. 2). In the isolated 
depiction of eyes, pupils and even in the schematization of the female 
genitalia, as articulated in the Irish tradition of the Sheelana Gig, the 
devouring ‹vaginal tumbling›.11 Both – eyes and vagina – are the phan-
tasmatic image of the same core.
The impact of the medical album on us, beholders, is reinforced by the 
fact that we know that the women were captured in the photic flash of 
a primitive camera.12 We look at them through the lens. Photography 
is the technical avatar of the capturing (killing) gaze of Medusa. Even 
today there is a superstition that the photograph can capture or harm 
the soul.13 This is why many Muslims would mistrust the camera. This 
suspicion is partly rooted in the iconoclasm of the religion. The icono-
clast fears the figurative image, suspecting it of preternatural powers. 
The image derives this power from the fact that in iconoclastic think-
ing the image coincides with its subject. In monotheistic religions, 

eternal quest for the restoration of this analogy. Art and iconography 
are also characterized as an endless series of traces, phantoms of a lost 
covenant. The closest we come to this restoration is the moment of tip-
ping from one covenant to the other: the incarnation, or la promesse 
de retrouver l’image. However, the incarnation is unimaginable: l’image 
échappe. The prototype of the lost image is the vera icon. The prototype 
comes as close as a circoncision de l’image, but continues to escape its 
primal matrix. Hence, the history of images is the history of the desire 
to coincide with the invisible.

Fig. 1a 19th-century 
medical album with 
injured women, 
provenance Istanbul. 
Private collection.

Fig. 1 19th-century 
medical album with 
injured women, 
provenance Istanbul. 
Private collection.
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to an ineffable God, but an indirect reference to that which character-
izes this God: the outpouring of His own invisibility into the flesh of 
visibility. This oekonomia or enfleshment is the basis for a Western Art 
History that has always honoured the body, the flesh and the senses as 
a quintessence in the artistic materials.19

Every work of art, every ‹iconization› of a thought, every emotion that 
calls for visual expression, in short every ‹pact›, is made possible by 
the mystery of an invisibility that stoops to the flesh (and hence to suf-
fering) with ‹plasticity› as its only goal. There is in fact no greater mys-
tery imaginable than this process that has given Western Art History 
a discourse about descent into matter, about circumscription, about 
skin, about bodily liquids.20 To put it in another way: the unbearable 

such as Judaism and Islam, the figurative image is taboo, given that 
the invisible God cannot and must not be portrayed. No line, no colour, 
no clay, no pigment, no photographic flash, no wax, no weave that can 
capture something as exalted as the godhead.
This makes it all the more poignant that the engulfing avatar objec-
tifies these medically vulnerable women before the lens. How tragic 
their gaze seems, once we are aware that in an iconoclastic culture 
their exposure is almost synonymous with death; and how embar-
rassing for our contemporary Western gaze, drawn ever and again to 
the scar at the height of the navel: their punctum or stigmatum (Roland 
Barthes (1915 – 1980).14 The quote from the artist Annette Messager 
might be at place here: «Photography literally kills movement, fixing 
it, without the possibility of repentance. It puts us face to the horror 
of time reduced to a quarter of a second: it is a recreation decoded to 
truth and to deception, like in taxidermy».15

In what follows I will move further into the visual anthropological 
‹interspace› that unfolds between the medical album and Berlinde De 
Bruyckere’s Istanbul sculptures (fig. 3). It should go without saying 
that De Bruyckere’s waxworks, the techniques and material of which 
were first developed to produce perfect simulacra of the human body, 
as well as ex-votos, and the organic remnant as abject object and even 
physical mutation (fig. 4), evoke deeply the concept of flesh, wound 
and incarnation crucial to the (lost) pact in the Christian paradigm of 
la pensée figurée.16
2. The second pact. Image/Split and vulva/vulnus  Christian monotheism 
is known less for iconoclasm than for celebrating its opposite: icono-
philia. It was in what is now Istanbul that a woman, Empress Irene, 
brought in 787 the first wave of the iconoclast disputes to an end.17 She 
determined that the figurative image is not a taboo, but a gift.18 After 
all, the second and third dimensions of the figurative are not inimical 

Fig. 3 Berlinde De 
Bruyckere, specimen. DATE?

Fig. 4 Specimens from the pathology collection of Rudolf Virchow, 
original vitrine from 1899.

Fig. 2 Uterine phantasms, 
ambo of the church of 
San Pietro, 12th century. 
Gropina, Italy (Tuscany).
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received the imprint, and therefore, as she who makes figuration pos-
sible. In other words: the vera icon contains antenatal growth.
It is quite understandable that many have seen the etymology vera 
icon –  true image –  in the name of Veronica. It is now accepted that 
this is not correct, or that at least a second etymology was operative. 
In this opinion Veronica was the Latinization of the Greek Berenice.27 
Berenice was the woman who was miraculously healed of uterine 
bleeding (Mark 5). This is not the time to go into the complex, eight-
hundred-year process of assimilation that made the two women a 
single figure, but the process shows that there is a deep, as it were vis-
ceral, connection between the uterus and the legitimization of imag-
ery, with the woman appearing on amulets for the protection of the 
womb (fig. 6), even in the alienating photograph album.28
The way in which the midriff of the women in the album is exposed – 

the textile folded open in the shape of a lozenge – is not by any means 
an iconographically neutral motif. The rhomb and the mandorla are 
each an archaic schema of the all-holy.29 The schema originally indi-
cated an epiphany: the descent of a secret into the world of matter. 
The mandorla is therefore in fact a schematization of the reality that 
breaks open, literally ‹ splits › to reveal an unknowable vacuum. In 
visual anthropology, this schema had a second meaning alongside 
the epiphanic: the vulva. The rhomb as a schema for the female sex is 
familiar in and on the fringes of the Arabic world, as in Berber textiles, 
intuiting the opening, the gateway, the passage, the descent (fig. 7).
The inner material culture of Berber women has remained compara-
tively uncontaminated by male ideas and imagery. Their ceramics and 
textiles are replete with symbolic and even proto-symbolic expres-
sions that go as far back as the Neolithic period with a minimum of 
merging with masculine ideas. Berber women explain the recurring 
black spot with shuddering spasmodic edges – Vandenbroeck calls it 

image of the iconoclast – being taboo and deadly – is made bearable 
through the mediation of the body itself. The iconoclast has no corpus 
to absorb the shock of the image. In iconophilia, by contrast, the body 
is itself reinvented as the bearer of the artistic.21
The redemptive-historical inversion took place in the father who had 
a son. In a God who had no seed during the Old Covenant and neither 
possessed nor needed a ground of manifestation, there grew a desire 
for ‹renewal›, for procreation, for visibility, for humiliation in flesh, 
for the «Word made flesh» (John 1:14), for adverbum.22 In the adverbum, 
God wanted to become the Word made flesh; he became Father. This 
procreation itself took place through an impregnation that did not 
harm virginity – in a woman, moreover, who was immaculate, exempt 
from all stain by original sin and therefore unaffected by the evil con-
sequences of the Fall of Man. In that woman, unblemished by original 
sin, renewal was implanted. The imprint, the vera icon, is therefore 
also the image of this implantation leading to the visibility of God in 
the Immaculata (fig. 5).
The Veronica iconography is visually related to the medical album with 
the Muslim ladies. In the first place there is the formal analogy of a 
woman standing full-front to the viewer. There is the tension between 
the veiling of the body and its unveiling. There is the subtle interplay 
between gaze and womb. In the album the belly has  a scar too, a closed 
opening. In the Veronica motif the belly is the bearer of an image, dou-
bled in the face’s second gaze.
Why does the process of adverbum need textile? (In view of the fact 
that the vera icon wants to be carried around on a cloth?) The question 
is rather speculative and therefore, presumably, the same will apply to 
the answers.23 Textile owes its bearing capacity to the warp and weft, 
to the knot, to the connection between horizontality and verticality. 
These characteristics make textile not only archetypically bearing, 
but also, essentially ‹catching›. The textile therefore ‹carries›, being 
‹impregnated›, ‹pregnant›.24 Images do not lie on textile; they grow in 
textile. The image as ingrowth, indeed as implantation, feels at home 
with an artifact for which hands have moved back and forth to capture 
the image in warp and weft, or in knots, as a pregnant growth.25 The 
association of the captured image approaches precisely what incarna-
tion does (as well as the acheiropoietos): it achieves manifestation with-
out artificiality, hooking up so as to attach itself, by way of expositio 
to mankind.
In the Western vera icon the weft certainly still plays a role, but since 
here the liquidity of fluids (blood, sweath) configures the image, the 
textile and the acheiropoietos present themselves in the additional 
connotation of the ‹stain›.26 At first glance, soiling a woman’s white-
ness with one’s own liquids seems less redemptive-historical than it is 
(even though it certainly is an imprint). But when one considers that 
Christ has left his countenance on a woman’s cloth, which means that 
the ‹first-figurative› image has wanted – at least in the West – to attach 
itself to the feminine. The veil as the extension of the woman’s inti-
mate self is privileged to bear and expose the first true image. The vera 
icon/Veronica introduces the feminine in Christian visual theory as the 
antecedent, as she who precedes the imprint, as she who has lovingly 

Fig. 5 Anonymous, 
Veronica, ca. 1420, London, 
National Gallery.
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opening, so that a fusion of genders takes place, or perhaps rather a 
nullification of gender. In medieval miniatures this inversion extended 
to the iconography of the uterus cordis: the sheath that brings forth the 
child (fig. 10).32 The flowing wound is a concept so feminine as to make 
its association with the rhomb schema unavoidable. Through this 
association an agreement was reached, yes, a pact was forged, with 
incarnation as the matrix of all images, a pact that through this naive 
schema again reminds of the wound, the injury, the gate, the longing, 
described by Georges Didi-Huberman, for oneness with the originary 
(lost, phantasmatic) form or matrix.
3. The third pact. Image/Split and imprint/mall  In his Symposium Plato 
(427 – 347 BC) says that primeval humans had been bi-gendered. Only 
when androgynous humanity revolted against the gods, did Apollo 
split humanity. The navel is a remnant of this division. Apollo tied the 
skin of the opening together, but not too tightly so that a scar would be 
left to remind humanity of their pride. Navel, scar and division (man-
dorla and rhomb) are closely related to hermaphroditism.33  The phan-

tasm of the bi-gendered revived in the nineteenth century, as in the 
photographs of Félix Tournachon (1820 – 1910), known as Nadar, which 
are another source of inspiration for De Bruyckere’s Istanbul installa-
tion (fig. 11).34 One characteristic of nineteenth-century photography 
was the desire to archive strange mutations, the exotic, the medically 
unusual.35
Hermaphroditism has not always been a terrifying or negative state 
of being.36 In the Renaissance, when ancient texts such as Plato’s were 
again studied closely, there was a fascination with this son of Hermes 
and Aphrodite. When  the son united with the nymph Salmacis, the 
divine child became androgynous. Some humanists regarded this 
sexual duality as the highest form of philosophical and alchemical 
being. The hermaphrodite unites the two eternal opposites, embody-
ing the longing for the ideal originary form. Androgyny as desire for 
union can also be glimpsed in medieval mystical iconography. In her 

the ‹nameless motif› – as the primordially formless shuddering secret 
of the uterus. As this primary proto-symbolic expression is increas-
ingly elaborated, the central spot will make way for octopus-like 
beings, bulges with protrusions and eyes. In short, the anthropological 
research into Berber textiles has exposed the continuity between the 
migrations of the diva matrix or uterus phantasm and the anthropo-
morphic visage as apotropaion.30
In the West, this connotation also exists in relation to the wound in 
Christ’s side (fig. 8). The wound is often represented in isolation, but 
inverted vertically (fig. 9).31 The symbolic distortion makes the wound 
a sex; the vulnus becomes a vulva; the male opening becomes a female 

Fig. 6 Haemorrhaging woman on apotropaic amulet, DATE?, Byzantine, 
crystal. New York, America Numismatic Society, inv. No 307.

Fig. 8 Carlo Crivelli, 
Lamentation of Christ 
(detail), 1473. Ascoli Piceno, 
Duomo S. Emidio, Capella 
del Sacramento.

Fig. 7 Berber fabrics with 
so-called ʼnameless motifʼ, 
DATE?. Private collection.
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birth. It is a state of ‹ parthenogenesis › or self-fertilization. In nature 
this is found in seahorses and snails, but in the old iconography it can 
be seen in the Madonna del Parto (ca. 1460) by Piero della Francesca 
(1415 – 1492), who needs no phallus to conceive, only a cloak with a 
rhomb-shaped opening (fig. 13).40
The Madonna del Parto with a round belly under a piece of cloth held 
up by two angels might actually represent the Annunciation. The 
fresco originally covered a wall near the high altar of Santa Maria 
di Momentana (previously Santa Maria in Silvis), a chapel near the 

town of Monterchi in the hilly countryside of Tuscany. Opposite to the 
high altar, there was an oculus. Importantly, in the month of March, 
when the Annunciation is celebrated (21 March), the sun would have 
passed high through the western sky and lit up the fresco. This inten-
tional touch is reminiscent of paintings in which the touch of light 
symbolises the conception, the parthenogenesis. The striking align-
ment of the sun, the window and the fresco transfers the location 
of the Annunciation to the Tuscan countryside, as it were. In other 

love for Christ, Mary Magdalene must first become a man in order to 
reach him. Veronica is an iconographic ‹ composite › of a woman and a 
man, defining the image as a hermaphroditic unity.37 We have already 
seen the vulva/vulnus inversion, and there is even an unusual iconog-
raphy in which Christ, through death, overcomes his gender, becomes 
androgynous, and his breasts grow (fig. 11).38 Hermaphroditism is 
therefore present, however dormantly, in more iconographic systems 
than one might expect.39 It is an image of regress, of a vanishing point 
towards the ideal, dreamlike, originary state when genders were not 
yet divided. It is therefore a paradisiac state – beyond death, beyond 

Fig. 12 Anonymous, Lamentation (detail with a motif of Christ with 
breasts), ca. 1500. Arras, Musée des Beaux-Arts.

Fig. 9 Anonymous, Arma 
Christi, 1345. New York, 
The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, The Cloisters 
Collection.

Fig. 10 Anonymous, 
Uterus cordis, ca. 1470. 
Vienna, Graphische 
Sammlungen Albertina.

Fig. 11 Photograph of 
a hermaphrodite (Félix 
Tournachon (1820-1910), 
known as Nadar).  DATE, 
PLACE?
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inist paradigm on the one hand, and on the material anthropology of 
wax on the other hand.
The desire as well as the annihilation of polarities is developed in 
terms of ‹potential power› by the French-jewish psychoanalyst 
Bracha Lichtenberg-Ettinger.41 Potential power is a power that is not 
yet complete or divide, but still belongs to a mixed stage. In this fem-
inine psychoanalytical sense, epistemology is never a logos but rather 
an intuition, that the author calls «borderspace» or «borderlinking»: 
«a minimal sense of differentiation-in-togetherness.»42 Borderlink-
ing is in essence something ‹matrixial›, a second concept that can be 
compared to the melding of two entities, as occurs uniquely in the 
maternal womb. This is why Lichtenberg also introduces a third con-
cept, that of ‹metramorphosis›. «The matrixial affect, which creates 
the metramorphosis and is created by it, is the affect of the Thing that 
marks together an I with a non-I in co-emergence and co-fading.»43 
It is this matrixial borderspace or borderlinking that is a continual 
back-and-forth, and until recently this was not yet recognized as 
an epistemological system (or intuition), because it was considered 
a typically female datum. «It is a chief silenced hole in the phallic 
paradigm.»44 In short, Lichtenberg-Ettinger sees the feminine as in 
continual ‹metramorphosis›, as in a certain sense fluid. Like wax, it 
drips and petrifies in a constant dynamics of met(r)amorphosis.45 
Wax is from a material anthropological standpoint multi-semantic 
indeed, and very dynamic regarding the discussed paradigms of incar-
nation, the lost pact(s), the nameless motif, the bipolarity of genders, 
the hermaphroditic, the borderspace and –linking, etc.46 Below I give 
two examples of the material performance of wax: the skull – wax as 
death and mask, and the seal – wax as matrix and radical presence.
Georges Didi-Huberman refers to skulls in Jericho and Mykene that 
were covered with clay, so that an impression was formed.47 According 
to the author, these death’s heads, particularly those where the face 
has been reconstructed with clay or wax (from within), served liter-
ally as a matrix: in one and the same object the borrowed form, the 
form of the impression, and the modeled form crystalized in one and 
the same object.48
The wax bears the imprint of the secret: the interior of the skull. It 
is remarkable that the mother of all skull relics, namely the head of 
St John the Baptist in Amiens, was indeed filled with an inner wax 
mask also.49 The anti-secret also becomes an anti-mask. In his essay 
Être crâne, Georges Didi-Huberman expresses this even further: «Ce 
qui fascine d’abord, dans le crâne humain, c’est son côté interne; 
c’est la ‹cavité des orbites›, avec sa ‹profondeur› dissimulée; c’est, en 
général, tous les ‹trous visibles›».50 The wax defines an image type as 
the signum of the inversion or as the ‹anti-image›.
The wax seal secondly, is at once image, matrix and object. The seal 
expresses also the credibility of the document in form and content. 
Michel Pastoureau discusses the so-called contrasigillum (or secretum 
sigilli, clavis sigilli), an imprint on the reverse that is in direct contact 
with the body of the seal’s holder: an imprint of his thumb or index 
finger, an impression of his seal ring (fig. 14).51 The double-sided seal 
is an index of the holder’s own body, an emanation of a thoroughly 

words, the laws of the natural cycle and the seasons are invoked, so 
that the Madonna del Parto assumes a cosmogonic significance. Her 
belly is a repository of the primeval force of creation itself. Piero della 
Francesca suggested this by the split along the front of Mary’s dress, 
on which her hand rests seemingly casually. This ‹vaginal› form is a 
reference to the ‹closed opening›, the paradox of the immaculate con-
ception. Moreover, it is echoed in the curtains of the canopy that are 
opened by the two angels, like the Holy of Holies. The pomegranates 
on the fabric of the canopy refer to Semitic fertility symbols and they 
induct the Madonna del Parto and its location in the hills, which was 
once the site of a temple to Mythras, into both the contemporary and 
ancient fertility cult.
In short, the self-regulating procreative system, like the uterus cordis 
and the mandorla schema, canalizes the phantomatic status before 
bi-polarity. Also Berlinde De Bruyckere’s objects belong to a past of 

waste and mutation, of organic matter from the deepest caverns of our 
vulnerable bodies. This entanglement of twisting, drawn and dripping 
wax, with scraps of textile and other remnants, unmistakably belongs 
to a shapeless and macabre context. The artist’s sculptures emerge 
from the interspace of the album. They too are therefore in touch with 
the deep interlinking of gateway and opening, of vulva and vulnus. The 
works are, as it were, ‹ born › from the photographic hinterland that 
oscillates between fear of imagery and the Veronica model. A hinter-
land that makes wound and rhomb explicit and is picked up by the 
artist in the installation of objects that suggest closure, an opening that 
evokes the sheath. Besides this unmistakably feminine suggestion, the 
images also provoke with their phallic protrusions. This is confusing. 
And given the long tradition of wax and imprint this instinctively 
evokes the uncanny, the freaky, the bizarre and the voodoo, even the 
hermaphroditic. I will go into this matter by focussing on a new fem-

Fig. 13 Piero della 
Francesca, Madonna del 
Parto, c. 1460. Monterchi, 
Museo Civico.
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an image of the imprint. After all, one can only see the true ‹reverse› 
of the image at the end of time. In the meantime, the image will uphold 
in reality the desire for reunion with the first and last image. The ulti-
mate, invisible image is the negative, the concave pendant; it is the 
mold and thus the creative principle itself. The seal and by extension 
the malleable wax create a ‹ radical presence ›, a trace of the descent 
into the material world.58
4. The final pact. Image/Split and Kairos/knife  In the novel Be my knife by 
David Grossmann (1998), the man Yair says: «I wish I could write to you 
in some other way; rather, I wish I were a man who wrote some other way. 
So many thick words, when, in fact, it could also be so simple, couldn’t it? 
Just ‹My dear, tell me where it hurts.› So I will shut my eyes tight and write 
quickly: I wish that two total strangers could overcome strangeness itself, 
the mighty, ingrained principle of foreigness. (...) Yes, that’s what I want. Be 
a knife for me, and I, I swear, will be a knife for you: sharp but compassion-
ate, your word, not mine. I didn’t even remember that such a delicate, soft 
tone was allowed in the world, of a word with no skin (if you say it aloud a 
few times, you can feel salty hard earth as water starts pushing through its 

veins). You’re tired, I will force myself to say good night (p. 194). A bit fur-
ther in the novel Yair writes: What I feel when this wound of yours gapes 
in front of me, merciless, sucking me in and closing over me – ask me if I even 
know how to feel another person’s pain.
The story is presented as a letternovel between Yair and Myriam, with 
a final third stage chaptered as ‹ rain ›. The central idea is: Yair falls in 
love with Myriam just by noticing her in the distance at her back. He 
will never (want to) know her face, but he wants her to be his knife. 
The knife is here a metaphor for a love lived in the medium and the 
body of language itself. It is a love in the interstice, in the void of the 
almost indeed (p. 195).59
The meaning of tearing and splitting as a life, love and wisdom generat-
ing event (like the tearing of the temple curtain) is profoundly rooted 
in the visual and literary ‹body› of antique and Christan thought.60 
The primordial cosmogonic split is always sudden, sharp (like a knife), 

corporeal ritual. The action of the clenched finger and matrix makes 
the seal performative in essence. From the 12th and 13th century onward 
the seal was increasingly viewed as a metaphor for individual iden-
tity: «An unprecedented shift towards the representation and formu-
lation of personal identity in the medieval West».52 Hugo of St-Vic-
tor (ca. 1078 – 1141) says: «What stands out in them [saints], should be 
impressed within us».53 The seal was a particularly useful metaphor 
for understanding the relation between the individual’s inner, spiri-
tual self and the physically embodied one, because it routinely repre-
sented the individual both through inscription and portrait likeness. 
In addition the seal, with its capacity to impress the individual into 
its material – the flesh – became an image of incarnation theology.
Hildegard of Bingen (1098 – 1179) argued that the flesh of Christ was 

‹woman›, given that he had become human through Mary.54 «Truly the 
flesh, unblemished and untouched like a bride comes from the lineage 
of Mary».55 For Hildegard the divine nature of Christ is male, while 
his human nature is female. Eve, who was created from flesh (Adam’s 
rib), is a figure of the incarnation itself and of the felix culpa. Mechtild 
of Hackeborn (1241 – 1299) saw how Christ laid his hands upon hers and 
created an imprint as a seal would in wax.56 His skin and hers are 
related as convex and concave. A triptych destined for private devo-
tion preserved in the Holy Cross cloister of Rostock uses the idea of an 
‹imprint› (fig. 15).57 Veronica with her sudarium finds herself between 
Peter and Paul, recalling the relic’s customary place in Rome. The fig-
ures are modeled in wax and applied to parchment, which is in turn 
mounted on a wooden support. But the relief is a positive image. A 
negative matrix was pressed into the wax, with the rounded reality of 
the triptych as a result. What we see is thus less the imprint itself than 

Fig. 14 Anonymous, 
Contrasigillum (or 
secretum sigilli, clavis 
sigilli) of St John of South-
Holland, 1282. The Hague, 
Algemeen Rijksarchief, 
Charterverzameling.

Fig. 15 Anonymous, Triptych with Veronica, DATE?, wax on parchment. 
Rostock, Holy Cross cloister.
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ouverte; Paris, Gallimard, 2007.   5 See on these nuances: Ester Cleven, «Man and Image. 
Hans Belting’s Anthropology of the Image and the German Bildwissenschaften»; in: New 
Perspectives, 2011 (cf. note 3), p. 143 – 160, and there also the bibliography on the impact of 
Belting’s Bild-Anthropologie; Images: A Reader, ed. by Sunil Manghani, Arthur Piper and 
Jon Simons; Los Angeles-London, Sage Publications, 2006, p. 292 – 314. Horst Bredekamp, 
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62, p. 865 – 877; Stephen R. Wilk, Medusa. Solving the Mystery of the Gorgon; Oxford Univ. 
Press, 2000; Dimitris Karakostas, La figure mythique de Méduse dans la littérature euro-
péen; dissertation: Université de Paris IV, Sorbonne, 2002.    8 Julia Kristeva, Visions 
capitales; Paris, Musée du Louvre, 1998; exhibition: Paris, Musée du Louvre, 27 .4 – 3. 11. 1998, 
p. 40.   9 Louis Marin, Détruire la peinture; Paris, Editions Galilee, 1977 (1997), p. 174: 
Méduse s’immobilise elle-même à l’acmé de sa violence. Automorphose, mais déplace-
ment d’un temps à un autre, du temps de la vie et de l’histoire qui est de succession à 
l’instant de représentation qui est permanence immobile. Le coup d’oeil, le coup du regard 
est un instant, en un temps embryonnaire, devenu clin d’oeil aveuglé dans son regard 
même et la voix, le cri, s’est perdue en silence.   10 Paul Vandenbroeck, Azetta. Berberv-
rouwen en hun kunst; Ghent-Amsterdam, Ludion, 2000, p. 128 – 141.   11 The Sheela-na-
Gig appears above the church portal, as typological opening of the sacred space; see 
Anthony Weir, Images of Lust. Sexual Carvings on Medieval Churches; London-New York, 
Batsford, 1986, passim.   12 Ilka Brändle, «Das Foto als Bildobjekt. Aspekte einer Medien-
anthropologie»; in: Bilderfragen. Die Bildwissenschaften im Aufbruch, ed. by Hans Belting; 
Munich, Fink, 2007, p. 83 – 100; Beat Wyss, «Das Fotografische und die Grenzen des mecha-
nischen Bildes»; in: Quel corps? Eine Frage der Repräsentation, ed. by Hans Belting, Diet-
mar Kamper and Martin Schulz; Munich, Fink, 2002, p. 365 – 376.   13 Serge Tisseron, 
«Unser Umgang mit Bildern: Ein psychoanalytischer Zugang»; in: Bilderfragen 2007 (cf. 
note 12), p. 306 – 315.   14 The punctum or stigmatum is something, perhaps a detail, 
what is already there in the photograph, and provokes a tiny shock. Barthes developed the 
idea on occasion of the dead of his mother. Punctum has to do with death, (photographic) 
memory and grief; Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography; New York, 
Hill and Wang, 1981; see also: Georges Bataille, «The sacred»; in: Cahiers d’art, 1939, vol. 14, 
p. 47 – 50, on punctum as stigmatum.   15 Quoted from: Jennifer Blessing, «Notes on the 
Sacred in Contemporary Art»; in: Veronica’s Revenge. Contemporary Perspectives on Photo-
graphy, ed. by Elizabeth Janus; Zürich-New York, Scalo, 1993, p. 143 – 155, p. 150.   16 I 

flash-like (at once-ness and over-all) and is lived through the whole 
bodily sensorium (shivering, bliss). The split is the epiphany of the 
radical change, the revolution and the transition beyond. As a way of 
conclusion, I will reflect briefly on a divinity that embodies the para-
digmatic splitting par excellence: Kairos.61 Herodotos (485 – 425/420 AD, 
Historia, 1, 119) tells how Occasion became personified by this particular 
god. When Kairos appears, one must grasp the moment. That moment 
is so powerful that time breaks in two, leaving behind a gaping wound: 
the image split by its intrusive armor of love: the knife.
A sanctuary for Kairos is mentioned by Pausanias (2nd century AD). 
The traveler informs that Kairos is the youngest son of Zeus and ven-
erated together with Hermes. One of the eldest semantic connotations 
has to do with ‹proportion› and ‹measurement›, hence with ‹fitting›, 
‹appropriate ›, ‹suited to the situation›. In the Ilias of Homeros (ca. 800–
ca. 750 AD) appears the adjective kairon, meaning the place that is best 
to hit the body. It refers to a precise point that provides a passage; it 
is the ‹right place›, the ‹mark›. There where the knife shall penetrate 
and ‹split› (wound) the flesh. According to further etymology Kairos 
is related to separation and division with the nucleus of kar- (hair) 
and keiein (to cleave, to split). Keazein means splitting in two; ker-, 
xeirein is to cut. The act of splitting or dividing a substance in the 
material world is undertaken by the sacrificial priest who best knows 
how to dissect the sacrificial animal at the ‹ joints ›, and who is able to 
apportion the meats for equitable distribution (for example the sacra-
mental food).
Kairos appears there where temporal and spatial planes intersect: he 
is quantitative, qualitative, temporal, situational, spatial and liturgi-
cal. He embodies a deep power: the powers to assess a situation and act 
accordingly as males have to do in moments of war crisis or holy sac-
rifice. Kairos is the critical moment and the cyclical turning point: the 
Wendepunkt (according to Pythagoras Kairos wears number seven). 
Also the wordstem ‹web› is semantically related to the moment of 
Kairos. The word complex of web (and spider) refers in the first 
instance to what hands do  – on the land and in the home  – thereby 
involving the Latin stem artus, artire: to bring together, impress in an 
ordered fashion with the suggestive variant articulus, which is funda-
mentally related to the word ‹moment›, to the Wendepunkt.62
Kairos is thus the ‹ sign ›, the ‹ mark › of a cosmic revolution captured in 
one split-second, postulated into an anthropomorphic divinity. Kairos 
and Hermes are represented with wings on their feet, a topos to sug-
gest the speed with which the fate has to be cut. Both are represented 
as the holders of the scales resting on the edge of a knife, as described 
after the 4th century statue by the Greek sculptor Lysippos.63
Kairos always arrives suddenly, like a breeze, like a sigh, like a shud-
der. Arachne, the goddess in her web, recognizes her natural enemy 
for sure. She who encapsulates for the eternity of Chronos must guard 
against the god that releases in an instant. And Arachne knows what 
the breeze of Kairos is capable of. Because when her web rocks, Kairos’ 
balance shivers. It is in the shivering, in the void of the almost, in the 
very Image/Split indeed, that Occasion occurs over and over again.
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ting, Das echte Bild. Bildfragen als Glaubensfragen; Munich, Fink, 2005, still as the most 
suitable study into the relationship between body, iconophilia and image.   22 Mond-
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eye view: Ellen Harlizius-Klück, Saum und Zeit. Ein Wörter-und Sachen-Buch in 496 lexi-
kalischen Abschnitte angezettelt; Berlin, Edition Ebersbach, 2005; Giorgio Agamben, Poten-
tialities: Collected Essays in Philosophy; Stanford Univ. Press, 1999, p. 177 – 184; Gilles 
Deleuze, Le pli; Paris, Minuit, 1991; Ulrike Zischka, Zur sakralen und profanen Anwendung 
des Knotenmotivs als magisches Mittel, Symbol oder Dekor. Eine vergleichende volkskünd-
liche Untersuchung; München, Tuduv-Verlagsgesellschaft, 1977; series: Tuduv-Studien, vol. 
7: Reihe Kulturwissenschaften; Barbara Baert (with the collaboration of Emma Sidgwick), 
«Touching the Hem. The Thread between Garment and Blood in the Story of the Woman 
with the Hemorrhage (Mark 5:24b–34 parr)»; in: Textile. Journal of Cloth and Culture, 2011, 
vol. 9, no. 3, p. 308 – 359; Barbara Baert, Thread. On the Origin of Creation; Ghent, A&S/
Books, 2012, p. 57 – 65.   24 Gerhard Wolf, «From Mandylion to Veronica. Picturing the 
‹disembodied› Face and Disseminating the True Image of Christ in the Latin West»; in: The 
Holy Face and the Paradox of Representation. Papers from a Colloquium held at Bibliotheca 
Hertziana, Rome and the Villa Spelman, Florence, 1996, ed. by Herbert L. Kessler and Ger-
hard Wolf; Bologna, Nuova Alfa, 1998, p. 153 – 197, p. 161.   25 Vandenbroeck 2000 (cf. note 
10), p. 87.   26 See also the footnote on the material turn and the study in marble stains/
veins. For further references on the impact of the stained vera icon and la pensée figurée 
in the contemporary visual arts: Jenni Sorkin, «Stain: On Cloth, Stigma, and Shame»; in: 
Third Text, 2001, vol. 53, p. 77 – 80; Philippe Kaenel, «Le voile imagé. La vera icon de Claude 
Mellan à Elisabeth Ohlson»; in: Metatextile. Identity and History of a Contemporary Art 
Medium; ed. by Tristan Weddigen; Berlin-Emsdetten, Edition Imorde, 2010, p. 13 – 27; series: 
Textile Studies, vol. 2.   27 Berenice is named in the Acti Pilati (after 375). These Acts 
recount that when Christ went to the house of Pilate the twelve standards with the images 
of the emperor bowed to Him. In the same passage Pilate asks for witnesses for Christ’s 
trial. One uninvited woman, Berenice, shouted her story from a distance in the crowd. The 
Jews however refuse her oral and female testimony. Berenice would refer to the carriers of 
the banners, pehre-nike. The twelve standards refer to her twelve years of illness, and also 
here she is hidden in the crowd. What is also striking is the introduction of miraculous 
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tilriss und Bildöffnung als Figuren des Liminalen

I  Der Schnitt durch den Bildkörper: Speerbilder  Am 24. Oktober 1486 
gab der Nürnberger Rat einem Ersuchen des Erzherzogs Sigismund 
des Münzreichen von Österreich statt, für die Regenten von Spanien, 
König Ferdinand von Aragon und Königin Isabella von Kastilien ein 
von einem Mönch aus Spanien nach Nürnberg gebrachtes dünnes 
Tuch sechs Mal mit der Heiligen Lanze durchstoßen zu lassen.1 Der 
Mönch reiste mit der so hergestellten Tuchreliquie zurück nach Spa-
nien, versehen mit einer Urkunde, die ihren Status beglaubigte.
Die Heilige Lanze gehörte zu den Reichskleinodien, die von 1424 – 1800 
in Nürnberg in der Heilig-Geist-Spitalkirche verwahrt wurden und 
galt als diejenige, mit der Longinus die Seite Christi durchstochen 
hatte, gehörte also zu den arma Christi. Schon Thiofrid von Echter-
nach (gest. 1110), der mit den Flores Epytaphii Sanctorum einen sin-
gulären Traktat zur Typologie der Reliquien und eine Art «wissen-
schaftlicher» Theorie zu ihrer Ontologie, Wirksamkeit und Heiligkeit 
verfasste,2 hatte der Lanze und den Nägeln, die den Körper Christi 
durchstochen hatten, einen besonderen Status zugesprochen.3 Die 
sogenannten Speerbilder stehen in Zusammenhang mit dem Fest 
der Heiligen Lanze, das zwischen 1424 und 1523 am zweiten Freitag 
nach Ostern mit einer Heiltumsweisung auf dem zentralen Markt-
platz begangen wurde.4 Die Heiltumsweisung selbst ist durch ein 
rituell performiertes Aufrufen von Spuren, Durchbohrungen und 
Rissen gekennzeichnet. Den Höhe- und Kulminationspunkt bildet die 
Weisung der Heiligen Lanze, die laut vernehmbar vom sogenannten 
Heiltumsschreier, dem vocalissimus, kommentiert wird: «Das heilig 
Eysen des Spers, das geoffent hat die seitten, vnnd verwundt das suess 
hertz, vnnsers herren Jhesu Cristi, vnnd so tieff verwundet hat, als ir 
secht, von der spitz, biss an den guldein reif.»5 Die Lanzenspitze selbst ist 
durchbrochen, sie enthält in einem Spalt einen der Nägel der Passion 
und trägt eine goldene Manschette, die anzeigt, wie tief der Schaft in 
den Körper Christi eingedrungen ist. Der Kreuzspan unter den Passi-
onsreliquien hat ein Loch, das durch den Heiltumsschreier als Spur 
einer der Nägel identifiziert wird, mit denen Christus an das Kreuz 
geschlagen wurde: «Ein mercklichs stück des heiligen Creutz, vnsers 
herren Jhesu xri, daran die ein sein handt genagelt gewest, vnnd das 
mit seinem heiligen plut beflossen ist, als das das loch des Nagels, das 
darinn ist, aigentlich außweist.»6 So wird nicht nur die Lanze ver-
ehrt, die die Seite Christi geöffnet hat, sondern mit dem durchbohrten 
Kreuzesholz auch ein Stellvertreter für den abwesenden durchbohr-
ten Christuskörper.

des Beaux Arts, 25. 2. – 21. 5. 2000.   43 Lichtenberg-Ettinger 2000 (cf. note 42), p. 
97.   44 Bracha Lichtenberg-Ettinger, «The With-In-Visible Screen. Images of Absence in 
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ed. by Catherine de Zegher; Cambridge, MA, The MIT Press, 1996, p. 101: «matrixial border-
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Baert and Trees De Mits; Ghent, Sint-Lucas Beeldende Kunst Gent, 2009, p. 
41 – 60.   47 George Didi-Huberman, La ressemblance par contact. Archéologie, anachro-
nisme et modernité de l’empreinte; Paris, 2008, p. 57.   48 Ibid.: «Le crâne, à ce moment, 
devient réceptable d’un jeu dialectique ouvert sur l’invention plastique: jeu de la contre-
forme et de la forme, jeu de la dissemblance, de la défiguration et de la refiguration. Jeu 
de la forme disparaissante (la chair qui, en se putréfiant, anéantit le visage) et de la forme 
en formation (la glaise qui, en séchant, prend dans le crâne comme le plâtre dans un 
moule ou comme le lait dans une faisselle).»   49 See on that Barbara Baert, Caput Joan-
nis in Disco.{Essay on a Man’s Head}; Leiden, Brill, 2012, ch. II.   50 George Didi-Huber-
man, Être crâne. Lieu, contact, pensée, sculpture; Paris, Minuit, 2000, p. 15.   51 Michel 
Pastoureau, «Le doigt dans la cire. Cent mille empreintes digitales médiévales»; in: Micro-
logus. Nature, Sciences and Medieval Studies, 13: The Human Skin; Florence, Sismel-Edizi-
oni del Galuzzo, 2005, p. 331 – 344.   52 Brigitte Bedos-Rezak, «Medieval identity? A Sign 
and a Concept»; in: American Historical Review, 2000, vol. 105, no. 5, p. 1489 – 1533, here: 
p. 1490.   53 Thomas Dale, «Romanesque Sculpted Portraits: Convention, Vision, and Real 
Presence»; in: Gesta, 2007, vol. 46, no. 2, p.101 – 119  (esp. 112 – 113).   54 Bynum 2011 (cf. 
note 19), p. 264.   55 Ibid., p. 265.   56 Ibid., p. 261.   57 Jeffrey F. Hamburger, The 
Visual and the Visionary. Art and Female Spirituality in late Medieval Germany; New York, 
Zone Books, 1998, no. 7. 22.   58 Dale 2007 (cf. note 53), p. 112. See also: Katharine Park, 
«Impressed Images. Reproducing Wonders»; in: Picturing Science, Producing Art, ed. Caro-
line A. Jones and Peter Galison; New York–London, Routledge, 1998, p. 264 – 266. Cf. Didi-
Huberman 2008 (cf. note 47), p. 54 – 55: «Dans tous les cas, c’est une certaine manière 
d’empreinte qui, entre formes et contre-formes, commande secrètement la transmission 
des ressemblances: elle assure donc le lien généalogique, puisqu’elle offre la possibilité 
technique de donner forme à l’absence, de transmettre son sceau depuis les êtres passés 
ou, mieux, trépassés- les ancêtres-, jusqu’aux êtres à venir que sont les embryons se for-
mant dans une matrice à l’image de leurs ancêtres. Dans tous les cas, l’empreinte fait de 
l’absence quelque chose comme unepuissance de forme.»   59 On the text as body, and 
the body that ‹opens› for its reader and hence lover, see the fascinating article by Patricia 
Cox Miller, «Pleasure of the text, Text of Pleasure. Eros and Language in Origen’s ‹Commen-
tary on the Song of Songs›»; in: Journal of the American Academy of Religion, vol. 54, no. 
2, 1986, p. 241 – 253. The same conceptual osmosis between novel and love, body and the 
erotic readership, is analysed by Roland Barthes, The Pleasure of the Text; transl. by Richard 
Miller; New York, Hill and Wang, 1975. See further: Genri Couzel, Origène et la Connaissance 
Mystique; Paris, Desclée de Brouwer, 1961.   60 On biblical hermeneutics and «lire au-
delà du verset» (Lévinas), see: Marc-Alain Ouaknin, Lire aux éclats. Éloge de la caresse; 
Paris, Seuil, 1994, p. 37, 136 and 283.   61 What follows is based upon: Arlene Allas, «Situ-
ational Aesthetics: The Deification of Kairos, Son of Hermes»; in: Personification in the 
Greek World: from Antiquity to Byzantium, ed. by Emma Stafford and Judith Herrin; London, 
Ashgate, 2005, p. 123 – 134.   62 http://www.indo-european.nl: Lat. artus ‹ eng in Raum 
und Zeit, straff › (Adv. artŒ, ursprüngl. Instrumental wie «mart»); ars, -tis ‹ die Geschick-
lichkeit, Kunst, Art und Weise › (eigentlich ‹ Zusammenfügung, Gabe richtig zusammenzufü-
gen › = mhd. art), dazu die Komposita in-ers ‹ kunstlos, trüge ›, soll-ers ‹ geschickt ›, allers, 
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-³s ‹ Gelenk, Glied ›, articulus ‹ ds. ; Augenblick, Wendepunkt ›; ibid.: Root / lemma: ar-1*, 
themat. (a)re-, schwere Basis ar-, rŒ- und i-Basis (a)r–¢-, rŒi-.    63 This source gave 
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in: American Journal of Archaeology, 1978, vol. 82, no. 2, p. 163 – 171; Sylvia Ferino-Pagden, 
«Zwei Zeichnungen nach dem Medici-Kairos»; in: Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Ins-
titutes in Florenz, 1997, vol. 41, no. 3, p. 382 – 387.


